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INTRODUCTION

HPE has been supporting healthcare and life sciences for 
decades through digital transformation and next generation 
technology. But, in the last 12 months, the world has changed. 

The challenges are different, the needs are greater, and the 
outcomes more important than ever. We know demands are 
high and infrastructure is being pushed to its limit. In these 
unprecedented times, we understand the importance of 
innovation and we’re here to help. 

HPE is continuing to empower healthcare technology 
professionals with reliable and secure networks, valuable  
data insight, and high-performance infrastructures that 
unlock the future. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

WE’VE GOT YOU

It’s been a difficult time for everybody, but we would like to pay particular 
attention to our technical brothers and sisters in healthcare. Professionals across 
the sector, whether hospital, surgery or lab-based, are under pressure. Healthcare 
providers have been sorely tested, challenges have been amplified, but they’ve 
been visible long before the pandemic emerged. 

We know, you’re maintaining, providing and innovating to ensure the frontline is as 
efficient as possible. As fellow technologists, our profession is a vital component in 
the healthcare mechanic and together, we can help do more. 

How do we help?

The need for digital transformation is now—the timeline, the demand and the need to make it a reality has simply accelerated—and we’ve got you.

1

AI innovation 
Medical imaging and analytics

Read more

Cloud that comes to you 
Bigger data requires as-a-service 

Read more

Health and safety 
Reinventing workplaces for the ‘new world’ 

Read more

https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/v2/Getdocument.aspx?docname=a00091189enw&skiphtml=1
https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/v2/Getdocument.aspx?docname=a00107019enw
https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/V2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=a00102040enw
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CHAPTER TWO

STABILITY AND SCALABILITY IN A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT 

The need to deliver better care, at speed and a sustainable cost is obvious. 
Technology professionals are focusing efforts on maximising efficiency at the 
frontline—making the most of their time—and this requires stability  
and scalability. 

Innovation and transformation are limited without the right foundations in  
place. As we tackle unforeseen challenges and pressure, the conversation 
becomes more about business drivers than traditional IT requirements. 

US based Mohawk Valley Health System did exactly that. Embarking on a 
consolidation project is a feat—coupled with the pandemic, this became an 
unimaginable technology overhaul that would test the IT team’s ability to 
react, implement and evolve faster than ever before. Mohawk Valley Health 
System had recently merged two hospitals and required four Electronic 
Health Systems to be combined into a single product within one year. 

With financial sustainability in mind, HPE recommended a holistic cloud 
experience with HPE GreenLake. With licencing, customisation and support 
bundled, it provided a predicative cost model and 100% uptime within the  
first year.  

As the pandemic took hold, HPE GreenLake provided the agility and 
flexibility to roll out additional features, resources and innovation without any 
time delays. The HPE everything as-a-service model provided the backbone 
for this fast-paced environment. 
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HPE Pointnext Services partner with your team, providing an objective view. 
Helping to identify infrastructure challenges to maximise operational efficiencies 
to enable your team to focus on innovation priorities.  

The threat of downtime should not be all consuming. The pandemic’s short-term 
challenges require smart, secure, reliable solutions to handle day-to-day  
IT challenges, so you don’t lose sight of your long-term vision. 

In 2020, The Crown Commercial Service formed a new ‘Memorandum of 
Understanding’ with Hewlett Packard Enterprise—giving our customers peace  
of mind and establishing our position as a trusted provider. 

This also reflects HPE’s commitment to help customers achieve their business 
objectives in a sustainable way. Now more than ever, being a force for good is also 
a source of business value—continuous innovation, increased profitability, and 
accelerated global impact.

We’re developing transformative solutions to reap the benefits of growing 
connectivity, while reducing the environmental footprint of IT infrastructure.  
HPE’s sustainable IT solutions enable you to achieve more with less.
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How do we help?

Wirral University’s Teaching Hospital (part of the NHS Foundation), had an aging 
network of wired hardware which was becoming more and more prone to network 
outages and spiralling costs.

HPE’s edge-to-edge solution enabled Wirral University’s widely used ‘Electronic 
Health Record’ system to meet and exceed modern healthcare requirements, 
supporting the hospital’s path of innovation towards a digital future.  This next-
generation service, an integrated solution of HPE and Aruba, helps eradicate 
downtime and maximises patient outcomes. 

Read more about how HPE Pointnext Services, HPE FlexNetwork and Aruba 
wireless services transformed WUTH’s infrastructure with minimal disruption.

Link to case study

2

Additional material:

Hybrid infrastructure video

Mohawk Valley Health Systems case study

A digital prescription for Healthcare’s technology challenges

Living Progress: our plan for sustainability meeting the technology  
demands of the future

“The deployment was completed 
before the staff even realised it had 
happened. That’s the kind of value 

that HPE bring to the table.”

 Phil Scott, Head of Informatics, WUTH

https://www.hpe.com/uk/en/pdfViewer.html?docId=a00039577&parentPage=/uk/en/solutions/healthcare&resourceTitle=Wirral+University+Teaching+Hospital+improves+patient+outcomes+with+new+network
https://www.hpe.com/uk/en/solutions/healthcare.html?media-id=%2Fuk%2Fen%2Fresources%2Fsolutions%2Fvideo%2FHealthcare_Communities%2F_jcr_content.details.json
https://www.hpe.com/h22228/video-gallery/us/en/700000785/EN/US/8d3eed51-4d01-4605-b1d1-76b41d79dcc0/maintaining-high-quality-patient-care-with-hpe-greenlake/video?lang=ALL
https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/v2/Getdocument.aspx?docname=a00107019enw#
https://www.hpe.com/uk/en/living-progress.html?dmodal=modal-b3faa 
https://www.hpe.com/uk/en/living-progress.html?dmodal=modal-b3faa 
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CHAPTER THREE

TRANSFORMING DATA INTO VALUABLE INSIGHT

With no shortage of challenges to successful healthcare delivery, the question 
becomes what to address and how? 

Healthcare is becoming increasingly data driven and the sheer quantity of raw 
data generated can seem unmanageable. But, with the right solutions, data can be 
transformed into valuable insights that fuel medical understanding. 

Genomics and medical imaging produce huge data sets that would, traditionally, 
be analysed, in real time, by humans. As demand rises and backlogs grow, this is 
becoming increasingly ineffective—if not virtually impossible. Artificial intelligence 
provides the capability to analyse vast datasets, thousands of times faster;  
deriving insight that might otherwise be unattainable. This frees clinical time 
 and reduces backlogs.  

Aside from driving efficiency in medical imaging analysis, speech recognition and 
speech-to-text can also deliver more detailed notes and a richer patient record, 
which makes for smoother continuum of care. 

HPE partners with Intel®, providing powerful AI solutions that deliver insight from 
machine learning with faster turnaround times; whilst maintaining reduced costs 
and compliance with privacy regulations. 

3
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HPE GreenLake enables healthcare institutions across the world to make digital 
transformation a reality and recognise that every second counts when it comes to 
patient health. As the volume and complexity of data increases, so can the costs. 
Justifying capital expenditure for the required technology can feel like, more often 
than not, an uphill climb. Even more so in the current climate; with demand at an 
all-time high for frontline equipment. Consumption-based models, such as HPE 
GreenLake, can help avoid up-front capital expenditure whilst increasing agility and 
innovation by only paying for what you need. 

Aside from cost efficiency, HPE GreenLake offers peace of mind when it comes to 
security. With the cloud that comes to you, healthcare technology professionals 
can rest assured that, with rising levels of sensitive data, HPE GreenLake enables 
full control and security, with the ability to flex in line with requirements. This is 
particularly relevant to ensure GDPR and data sovereignty is adhered to. 

“A patient that’s on the table today deserves 
the very best that we can give them, and as an 

IT professional that’s what I want to give back.”

Nate Wilson, Lead Systems Engineer,  
Nebraska Medicine

3
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CHAPTER FOUR

AI AND THE FUTURE OF HEALTHCARE

AI is speeding up laborious healthcare processes—we do this using memory-
driven computing and Intel technology to drastically reduce the time it takes 
to analyse large sets of data. HPE is collaborating with the German Centre 
for Neurodegenerative Disease (DZNE), which researches the causation and 
treatment of Alzheimer’s, to aid it in the study of 30,000 subjects.

DZNE and HPE researchers worked together to adapt DZNE’s algorithm for pre-
processing genomics data to use Memory-Driven programming techniques.  DZNE 
has seen a 22-minute process drop to 2.5 minutes, then down to 69 seconds, and 
now to 13 seconds with some additional coding tweaks. That’s more than a 100x 
speed improvement after just three months. 

Using HPE’s memory-driven computing system, DZNE saw unprecedented 
computational speed improvements that hold new promise in the race against 
Alzheimer’s. It is clear that AI has a significant role to play in the future of 
healthcare and with the impact of the pandemic likely to live on, physical 
workplaces will also need to evolve. AI solutions such as video analytics will be 
commonplace to help keep your workplace safe, compliant and free from litigation 
from workers, patients and visitors.  This state-of-the-art monitoring can analyse 
patient and staff temperature over time using facial recognition and thermal 
imaging to both detect and limit the effect of health risks and transmission. 

The future of healthcare requires a joined-up approach in order to benefit from  
the wealth of insight artificial intelligence can provide. 

With as-a-service solutions such as HPE GreenLake, we’re providing the ideal 
environment for innovation to thrive by empowering technology professionals. 
HPE GreenLake Central enables you to understand your full infrastructure 
environment across public cloud, private cloud and on-premises. A holistic 
view not only makes it easier to take care of the day-to-day IT management 
but also understand usage and costs by department and determine if you’re 
overprovisioning with your public cloud or underutilising your on-prem 
infrastructure. 

HPE GreenLake is the cloud that comes to you, encouraging innovation, such as AI 
adoption, and providing a reliable, flexible foundation for the future of healthcare. 

4
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How do we help?

Investments made in the next few years could define the health service going 
forward. HPE and Intel are already forging partnerships that are accelerating 
the adoption of high-performance computing, and they are looking to create 
technologies that can help the NHS position itself as a leader in AI.

Intel is currently supporting two remarkable AI use cases with NHS Wales. The 
ASPIRE project aims to treat oesophageal cancer more effectively and efficiently. 
By training an AI model on more than 1,000 3D scans with labelled structures, 
ASPIRE is working to quickly and accurately determine cancerous tumours based 
on computed tomography (CT) scans.

Intel is also collaborating with The LineSafe National Imaging Academy of Wales 
to ensure the correct placement of naso-gastric (NG) tubes, which carry food 
and medicine to the stomach, through the nasal cavity. Correct placement is 
traditionally determined through X-ray analysis by junior doctors. However, this 
carries a level of stress and pressure to, ultimately, ensure the patient’s safety. 

LineSafe aims to solve this problem by using AI to train from the X-ray image 
data and accurately determine whether NG tubes have been placed correctly. 

We know innovation will steer future direction but also understand the need 
to develop a reliable environment for transformation. Our solutions experts 
work with you to understand your challenges to optimize, orchestrate and 
operationalize effective long-term strategies.

Additional material:

HPE Scalable Storage for medical imaging data

Reinvent your workplace

Dr. Eng Lim Goh: The Future of Work

4

Public and private  
investment for AI  

in healthcare:  

£4.85 billion

Annual savings resulting from  
AI application in healthcare  

by 2026:  

£73.54 billion

(Source: Forbes/Intel)  (Source: Accenture Healthcare)

https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/v2/getmobile.aspx?docname=a00091189enw
https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/V2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=a00102040enw
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/discover-more-network/series/on-the-goh.html
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Top 3 AI applications in healthcare:

Sample AI use cases:

46% 28% 21%
SERVICE  

OPERATIONS:

PERSONALISED 
DRUG MATCHING

REMOTE PATIENT 
MONITORING

DEMAND  
FORECASTING

CANCER DETECTION  
AND ONCOLOGY

FRAUD  
DETECTION

GENOMICS  
RESEARCH

PRODUCT AND/OR  
SERVICE DEVELOPMENT: 

SUPPLY CHAIN 
MANAGEMENT:  
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Find out more
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is a global technology leader focused on developing 
intelligent solutions that allow customers to capture, analyse, and act upon data 
seamlessly from edge to cloud. HPE enables customers to accelerate business 
outcomes by driving new ways of working, unlocking insights, and increasing oper-
ational efficiency.

Intel (NASDAQ: INTC), a leader in the semiconductor industry, is shaping the 
data-centric future with computing and communications technology that is the 
foundation of the world’s innovations. The company’s engineering expertise is 
helping address the world’s greatest challenges as well as helping secure, power 
and connect billions of devices and the infrastructure of the smart, connected 
world—from the cloud to the network to the edge and everything in between.

LEARN MORE AT
Healthcare and Life Sciences IT Solutions 

© Copyright 2021 Hewlett Packard Enterprise Development LP. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. The only warranties for Hewlett 
Packard Enterprise products and services are set forth in the express warranty statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should be construed as 
constituting an additional warranty. Hewlett Packard Enterprise shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or omissions contained herein. 

Intel and the Intel logo are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or other countries. All third-party marks are property of their respective owners.

a00109921eew, January 2021

Get updates

Make the right purchase decision. 
Contact our presales specialists.

Chat Email Call

https://www.hpe.com/uk/en/solutions/healthcare.html
https://connect.hpe.com/mypreferences/?language=EN
https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/v2/Getdocument.aspx?docname=a00109921eew
mailto:contactsales%40hpe.com?subject=
https://www.hpe.com/uk/en/contact-hpe.html
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